Maidenhead Lawn Tennis Club
Court Rules - Bookings
1. Court Rules show the user priority for each court
2. Courts can be booked, within the specified periods, up to SEVEN days in advance of the playing
date, by a member of the group having user priority (from 7am) i.e. book Monday for the following
Monday.
3. Four days in advance of the playing date unbooked courts (with the exception of coaching courts
on club nights) can be booked by any other member regardless of court priority, PROVIDING their
allocated courts are full and subject to rule 4 ref. consecutive booking.
4. The majority of booking periods are for 1 1/2 hours. Court bookings MUST be within the periods
indicated and consecutive sessions cannot be booked in advance. (The exceptions to this rule are
that Coaches may book consecutive sessions on their priority courts and members may book two
consecutive 1 hour periods in Oaken Grove)
5. Matches must be entered on the booking sheets or the courts will be open for general booking.
6. Booking sheets will be retained for analysis to ensure that the courts are being used in the best
possible way.
7. Bookings will be void if the court is not claimed within 10 minutes of the start time.
ANY MEMBER MAY USE UNBOOKED COURTS (other than coaching courts on a club night - which
revert to club night use) PROVIDING THEIR DESIGNATED COURTS ARE IN USE.

Club Nights/Club Mornings
1. These are sessions in which members who attend are expected to mix in. NO FIXED FOURS OR
OTHER PREARRANGED GAMES ARE PERMITTED
2. A list is kept and the top of the list can choose four from the next eight. Once a four is picked their
names are taken off the list. New names are added to the end of the list. When a game is finished
the players names are re-entered on the list in the following order: winning lady, winning man,
losing lady and losing man.
3. If an invited player chooses not to play in a four that player will go to the bottom of the list.
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